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Nowadays，“mosaic economy” formed by industry clusters have attracted 
attention from all over the world. The industrial clusters have played an important 
role in enhancing the competitiveness of the enterprises，the regions and the countries. 
We find that only a few scholars and specialist study the have pay attention to the 
evaluation of the competitiveness of industry cluster in current study about industry 
cluster across the world. As we all know, an effective evaluation on the industrial 
clusters will be helpful for us to have an intuitionistic comprehension about the 
clusters, even more importantly, it can help the local regional governments to find 
the key problems that the clusters are facing and then to deal with them accordingly. 
In the paper, the author focuses on innovation and studies on the evaluation index 
system of the industrial clusters competitiveness. 
This paper modified the “Groundings，Entrepreneurs，Markets”  model 
（ short for GEM）， and created a model named networks of industry clusters 
innovation. Based on it，we construct a three-class evaluation index system of 
industrial clusters competitiveness which contains 29 indexes including the 
qualitative indexes and the quantitative indexes，then we use it to do a research for 
evaluating the competitiveness of fuzhou displays and PC peripheral equipments 
industry cluster. The importance of every index is evaluated by the method of 
combinational entrusting weights which combines the methods of the analytical 
hierarchy process (AHP) and evaluation by experts. As a result，we concluded that it 
remained it comparatively strong competitiveness in china，but still fell behind the 
first-class industry cluster. 
 The paper is divided into five parts. Chapter one is an introduction and it 
introduces the industrial clusters phenomenon in the world，the purpose of this study，
the method used in this study，the process，the contents and several innovations of 
this study. Chapter two we in detail go over the qualitative and quantitative studies on 















introduce GEM model which is developed from the Diamond model. We find several 
drawbacks of GEM model and modify them. In Chapter four we make some 
improvement on GEM model based on its drawbacks and the characteristic of 
industry cluster innovation. Then we create the networks of industry cluster 
innovation based on the character of Chinese industrial cluster . In the last chapter，
we use the networks of industry cluster innovation to study the competitiveness of 
fuzhou display and PC peripheral equipments industry cluster. We concluded that this 
cluster remained it comparatively strong competitiveness in china，but still fell behind 
the first-class industry cluster. 
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业集群的代表。1980 年，中关村诞生了第一家高新技术企业，到 1987 年中关村















同方等一批国有大型 IT 企业。目前中关村已经成为拥有 17000 多家高新技术企































































图 1-1 本文框架结构示意图 
问题的提出 
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